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Rise to power

An overview of Adolf Hitler's rise to Hitler's rule in conversation with Ernst Henfestangel and Hermann Goering, June 21, 1932 Adolf Hitler's rise to power began in Germany in September 1919, when Hitler joined the political party then known as the Deutsche Arbitrpati ( DAP). The name was changed in 1920 to the
German National Workers' Party Deutsche Arbitraparty (NSDAP) (German National Socialist Workers' Party, commonly known as the Nazi Party). She was anti-Marxist and opposed the postwar democratic government of the Weimar Republic and The Treaty of Versailles, which supported radical nationalism and phan-
German, as well as virulent anti-Semitism. Hitler took power in March 1933 after the Reichstag adopted the 1933 Apache Act that month, granting expanded authority. President Paul von Hindenburg had already appointed Hitler chancellor on January 30, 1933 after a series of parliamentary elections and backroom-
related intrigue. The Permit Act - when used mercilessly and with its authority - almost ensured that Hitler could then exercise dictatorial power without legal objection. Hitler moved up to a place of prominence in the early years of the party. Being one of his best spokes, he became leader after threatening to leave
differently. He was helped in part by his willingness to use violence to advance his political goals and to recruit party members who were willing to do the same. But the capital Putsch in November 1923 and the later release of his book Mein Kampf (My Struggle) expanded Hitler's audience. In the mid-1920s, the party
took part in electoral battles in which Hitler participated as a spokesman and organizer, as well as in street battles and violence between the communist Rotpronkamprond and nazi Sturmatilong (SA). In the late 1920s and early 1930s, the Nazis gathered enough electoral support to become the largest political party in the
Reichstag, and Hitler's mixture of political sharpness, misdirection and cunning made the party's non-majority but multi-whole status an effective governing force in the Weimar Republic began in 1933. When they came to power, the Nazis created a mythology around coming to power, and they described the period
roughly parallel to the scope of this article as campazite (the time of struggle) or kampahara (years of struggle). Early Measures (1918-1924) Adolf Hitler was involved in the fledgling Nazi Party after World War I, setting the violent tone of the movement earlier by establishing the Sturmabteilung (SA). Catholic Bavaria
resented power from Protestant Berlin, and Hitler initially saw the Bavarian revolution as a means of power - but an early attempt turned out to be a donkey, and he was imprisoned after Borch Munich in 1923. He used the time to write to Mein Kampf, He claimed that Jewish-Christian ethics did not impress Europe, and
that Germany needed an ironman to rehabilitate itself and build an empire. [2] He decided on the tactics of pursuing power through legal means. [3] From the armistice (November 1918) to party membership (September 1919) in February 1919, Hitler, born in Austria, enlisted in the Bavarian regiment of the German army,
although he was not yet a German citizen. For more than four years (August 1914 - November 1918) Germany was a major country involved in World War I (B) on the Western Front. After fighting on the front lines ended in November 1918, hitler was released from Paswok Hospital and returned to Munich, which was
then in a state of socialist upheaval. On November 21, he was appointed 7th Battalion of the 1st Hier 2nd Battalion. In December, he was assigned to a prisoner of war camp in Trawenstein as a guard. There he remained until the camp was dissolved in January 1919. He returned to Munich and spent several months at
the bases awaiting re-placement. During this period in Munich there were a number of assassinations, including socialist Kurt Eisner who was shot dead by a German nationalist on February 21, 1919. His opponent, Earhard Auer, was also wounded in the attack. Other acts of violence were the killings of reined in Paul
Ritter von Jaris and Conservative MP Heinrich Usl. In this political chaos Berlin sent to the army - known as the White Guard of Capitalism by the Communists. On April 3, 1919, Hitler was elected as the liability of his military battalion and again on April 15. During this time he urged his unit to stay away from the fighting
and not join either side. The Bavarian Soviet Republic was officially crushed on May 6, 1919, when Lieutenant General Burghard von Oban and his forces declared the city secure. After arrests and executions, Hitler denounced another contact, Georg Dupter, as a Soviet radical mob. [7] Other testimony he gave to the



Military Commission of Inquiry enabled them to uproot the other military personnel who were infected with revolutionary heat. [8] For his anti-communist views, he was allowed to refrain from liberation when his unit was disbanded in May 1919. [9] In June 1919, Hitler was transferred to the Guidance Office of the 2nd Free
Battalion. Around this time the German military command issued an order that the army's main priority was to carry out, in conjunction with the police, more rigorous monitoring of the population... So that any new fermentation can be detected and turned off. In May 1919, Karl Meyer became commander of the 6th
Battalion of the Munich Guards Battalion. May 30 Head of Education and Propaganda of the Von Oban Command and Group Command No. 4 (Division IB). In that role as head of intelligence, Meyer recruited Hitler as an undercover agent in early June 1919. Under the watch of Captain Meyer Of National Thinking,
national thinking courses were organized at The Reichswehrlager Lechfeld near Augsburg, with Hitler taking part between July 10 and 19. During this period Hitler impressed Meyer so much that he appointed him an anti-Bolshevik educational commando as one of 26 instructors in the summer of 1919. [11] [12] [h] I don't
know what to do. In July 1919, Hitler was appointed vervindonsman (intelligence agent) of the Reichswer's Yeoplarungskommando commandos, both to influence other soldiers and to infiltrate the German Workers' Party (DAP). The DAP was established by Anton Drexler, Carl Harrer and others through the merger of
other groups on January 5, 1919, at a small meeting in Munich at the Fuerstenfelder Hof restaurant. While studying DAP activity, Hitler was impressed by Drexler's anti-Semitic, nationalist, anti-capitalist and anti-capitalist ideas. [13] Hitler's membership card for the German Workers' Party (DAP) during the meeting on
September 12, 1919,[j] Hitler received an outcry over statements made by an audience member targeting Gottfried Feder, the speaker, a nervous economist with whom Hitler met due to a lecture Powder gave in a military education course. [12] An audience member (Hitler in Maine Kampf called him the Professor)
argued that Bavaria should be entirely independent of Germany and should secede from Germany and unite with Austria to establish a new South German nation. [l] A fickle Hitler stood up and reprimanded a man, eventually causing him to leave the meeting before postponing it. [14] Drexler was impressed with Hitler's
ornational skills, encouraging him to join the DAP. On the orders of his superiors in the army, Hitler applied to join the party. Within a week, Hitler received a postcard saying he had been officially accepted as a friend and had to reach her destination to discuss it. Hitler attended the committee meeting held at the tiled alta
Rosenbad beer house. Hitler later wrote that joining the fledgling party... Was the most decisive determination of my life. From here there was and there can be no turning back. ... I registered as a member of the German Workers' Party and received a temporary membership card with the number 7. Typically, military
recruits were not allowed to join political parties. However, in this case, Hitler had Captain Meyer's permission to join the DAP. In addition, Hitler was allowed to remain in the army and receive the weekly wages of 20 gold marks. [19] Early party membership to Hofbräuhaus Melée (November 1921) Otto Strasser: What is
the plan of The plan is not the question. The only question is power. Power is just the means to get the plan. Hitler: These are the opinions of intellectuals. We need power! In early 1920, the DAP grew more than 101 members, and Hitler received his membership card as member number 555. [From] Hitler's considerable
sediment and propaganda skills were assessed by the party leadership. With the support of Anton Drexler, Hitler became head of the party's propaganda department in early 1920, and his actions began to change the party. He organized their largest meeting to date of 2,000 people, on February 24, 1920 at The
Hofbrahaus Statliches in Munich. It was there that Hitler announced the party's 25-point plan (see National Socialist Programme). He planned the dap's renaming of the Nazi Party Deutsche Arbitraparty (NSDAP National Socialist Party), known to the rest of the world as the Nazi Party. [n] I don't know. Hitler designed the
party flag of a swastika in a white circle on a red background. Hitler was later discharged from the army in March 1920 and began working full-time for the Nazi Party. In 1920, a small hall defense squad organized around Emil Morris. The group was first called the Ordnertruppen Forces. Later in August 1921, Hitler
redefined the team, known as the Turn-und Sportabteilung. In the autumn of 1921, the group was named Sturmabteilung or SA, and in November 1921 the group became officially known by that name. In 1920, Hitler also began linging in munich's beer halls, particularly the Hopberhouse, Strankerbrow and Burgerbroker.
Only Hitler managed to bring the masses to the party speeches and meetings. By then, the police had been monitoring the speeches, and their surviving records reveal that Hitler had given lectures with titles such as Political Phenomenon, Jews and the Treaty of Versailles. At the end of the year, the number of members
of the party was recorded at 2,000. In June 1921, while Hitler and Dietrich Eckert were on a fundraising trip to Berlin, a rebellion broke out inside the Nazi Party in Munich, its corporate home. Members of the executive committee wanted to merge with the rival German Socialist Party (DSP). Hitler returned to Munich on
July 11 and angrily tendered his resignation. Committee members understood that the resignation of the leading public figure and speaker meant the end of the party. Hitler announced that he would rejoin on the condition that he replace Drexler as party sink, and that the party's headquarters remain in Munich. The
committee agreed, and he rejoined the party on July 26 as a member of 3,680. In the days that followed, Hitler spoke to several packed houses Himself, to thunderous applause. His strategy proved successful: at a general membership meeting, he was given absolute powers as the party sink, with only one vote not
voted. On September 14, 1921, Hitler and a substantial number of SA members and other Nazi Party followers disrupted a meeting in the Bavarian League's Wenbrukler. This federalist organization opposed the centrality of the Weimar Constitution, but accepted its social program. The league was led by Otto
Ballersstedt, an engineer hitler considered my most dangerous opponent. One Nazi, Hermann Astaire, climbed onto a chair and shouted that the Jews were to blame for the Bavarian disasters and the Nazis shouted demands that Ballet not surrender Hitler. The Nazis beat Ballerstad and pushed him off stage into the
crowd. Hitler and Asser were arrested and Hitler responded to the police tank: it's okay. We got what we wanted. Balrsstead didn't talk. Hitler was eventually sentenced to three months in prison and ended up serving just over a month. On November 4, 1921, the Nazi Party held a large public meeting at the Hofbrahaus in
Munich. After Hitler spoke for some time, the meeting broke out into a word in which a small SA member defeated the opposition. In 1922 and early 1923, Hitler and the Nazi Party formed two organizations that would grow up to be of enormous significance. The first began as Jongstorm Adolf Hitler and Jugendbund der
NSDAP; They later became Hitler youth. [35] The second was stabswache, which in May 1923 was changed to Shock Troop-Hitler. [37] This early incarnation of a bodyguard unit for Hitler later became Shatzsteple (SS). [38] Inspired by Benito Mussolini's march on Rome in 1922, Hitler decided that a coup d'etat was the
appropriate strategy for seizing control of the country. In May 1923, elements loyal to Hitler in the Army helped SA obtain barracks and its weapons, but the order to march never came. A defining moment came when Hitler led the Butch Beer Hall, an attempted coup on November 8-9, 1923. Sixteen members of the Nazi
Party and four police officers were killed in the failed coup. Hitler was arrested on 11 November 1923. Hitler was prosecuted for serious treason and received a lot of public attention. The rather spectacular trial began in February 1924. Hitler went out of his way to turn the tables and put democracy and the Weimar
Republic on trial as traitors to the German people. Hitler was convicted and sentenced to five years in Landsberg prison on April 1. Hitler was treated friendly by the guards; He had a room with river views, wore a tie, had regular visitors Chambers was allowed to send mail from supporters and allowed to use a private
secretary. He was released from prison on December 20, 1924, contrary to the district attorney's objections. Hitler used the time in Landsberg prison to consider his political strategy and dictate the first volume of Mein Kampf (My Struggle; originally called four and a half years of fighting lies, stupidity and cowardice), most
notably to his deputy Rudolf Hess. After the putsch, the party was banned in Bavaria, but it participated in two 1924 election campaigns through an envoy to the national socialist freedom movement. In the German federal elections in May 1924, the party won seats in the Reichstag, with 6.6 percent (1,918,329) voting for
the movement. In the December 1924 federal elections, the National Socialist Freedom Movement (NSFB) (a combination of Deutschblishi Freihitesparty (DVFP) and the Nazi Party (NSDAP)) lost 18 seats, holding only 14 seats, with 3% (907,242) voting for Hitler's party. The Bermatt scandal was later used in Nazi
propaganda, both as an electoral strategy and as an appeal to anti-Semitism. After some thought, Hitler determined that power should be achieved not through a revolution outside the government, but through legal means, within the democratic system established by Weimar. For five to six years there will be no further
bans on the party. [Editing] External links in the May 1928 federal elections, the party gained only 12 seats in the Reichstag. [43] The highest provincial gain was again in Bavaria (5.1%), although in three regions the Nazis failed to win even 1% of the vote. Due to the poor results, Hitler decided that the Germans should
know more about his goals. Despite being discouraged by his mum, he wrote a second book that was discovered and released posthumously as Buch Zweites. During this period SA began a period of antagonism aimed at rotfront by marching into communist strongholds and starting violent squats. About 130,000. In
March 1929, Erich Ludendorff represented the Nazi Party in the presidential election. He won 280,000 votes (1.1%), And there was the only candidate who voted for less than a million votes. The battles in the streets became more and more violent. After the Rotfront interrupted Hitler's speech, SA marched to the streets
of Nuremberg and killed two bystanders. In an act of measure against measure, SA stormed a Rotfront meeting on August 25 and days later, the headquarters of the Communist Party of Germany (KPD) itself. The KPD stronghold, and both warring sides exchanged gun and gun fire. The German referendum in 1929 was
important because it gained the recognition and amiability of the Nazi Party. On January 14, 1930, around 10:00 A.M., Horst Wessel was shot dead point-blank in the face by two KPD members in Friedrichschein. The attack came after an argument with his landlady, who was a member of KPD, and tied up with one of
her rotfront friends, Albert Hochter, who shot Wessel. [46] Wessel had written a poem months earlier, which became a Nazi anthem as Horst-Wessel-Lied. Goebbels took advantage of the attack (and the weeks Wessel spent on his deathbed) to publish the song, and the funeral served as an anti-communist propaganda
opportunity for the Nazis. In May, Goebbels was convicted of libel from the President of the Hindenburg and fined 800 marks. It stemmed from a 1929 Goebbels article in his newspaper Der Angeriff. In June, Goebbels was charged with serious treason by the Leipzig prosecutor based on statements published by
Goebbels in 1927, but after a four-month investigation she went to the rails. Hitler with members of the Nazi Party in December 1930, Hitler's party won the Reichstag, gaining 107 seats (18.3%, 6,409,600 votes) in the September 1930 federal elections. The Nazis became germany's second largest party. In Bavaria, the
party won 17.9% of the vote, although for the first time that percentage exceeded most other counties: Oldenburg (27.3%), Braunschweig (26.6%), Valdek (26.5%), Mecklenburg-Strlitz (22.6%), Lelippe (22.3%). Mecklenburg-Schwerin (20.1%), Anhalt (19.8%), Thuringen (19.5%), Baden (19.2%), Hamburg (19.2%),
Prussia (18.4%), Hissen (18.4%), Sachsen (18.3%), Lubeck (18.3%). And Schumburg-Lippi (18.1%). An unprecedented amount of money was thrown behind the campaign. more than a million booklets were produced and distributed; 60 trucks were deposited for use in Berlin alone. In areas where the Nazi campaign
was less rigorous, the figure was as low as 9%. The Great Depression was also a factor in Hitler's electoral success. Against this legal backdrop, SA began its first major anti-Jewish operation on October 13, 1930, when groups of heat smashed the windows of Jewish-owned shops in Potsdamer Platz. Declared a global
economic disaster. The Nazis and communists made great gains in the 1930 federal election. The Nazis and Communists among them secured nearly 40% of the Reichstag seats, requiring moderate parties to consider negotiations with anti-Democrats. [51] The Communists, wrote historian Alan Bullock, openly
announced that they would prefer to see the Nazis in power instead of lifting a finger to save the Republic. Weimar's political parties failed to stop the rise of the Nazis. Weimar's political system in Germany It is difficult for chancellors to govern with a stable parliamentary majority, and consecutive chancellors have
instead relied on the president's emergency powers to govern. From 1931 to 1933, the Nazis combined terrorist tactics with conventional propaganda - Hitler crossed the nation in the air as SA soldiers marched through the streets, beating opponents and cheering on their meetings. [3] A middle-class liberal party strong
enough to block the Nazis did not exist - the People's Party and the Democrats suffered consecutive losses to the Nazis in the polls. The Social Democrats were essentially a conservative trade union party, with ineffective leadership. The Catholic Center Party maintained its voting bloc, but was busy protecting its
specific interests, Bullock wrote: Until 1932-3... It was so far from acknowledging the danger of a Nazi dictatorship that it continued to negotiate with the Nazis. The Communists meanwhile were engaged in violent clashes with Nazis in the streets, but Moscow directed the Communist Party to prioritize destruction by the
Social Democrats, seeing them as a greater danger as an adversary over working-class loyalty. Neverthon though, Bullock wrote, the heaviest responsibility was on the German right, which vacationed genuine conservatism and made Hitler their partner in a coalition government. Chancellor Franz von Pippen (left) with
his eventual successor, Defence Minister Kurt von Schleicher heinrich Brunning of the Centre Party was chancellor from 1930 to 1932. Brining and Hitler failed to reach terms of cooperation, but Berning himself increasingly controlled the support of the president and military over that of parliament. [55] President von
Hindenburg, an 84-year-old conservative royalist, refused to act to oppress the Nazis, while asymptoosing Major General Kurt von Schleicher, as minister handling military and military affairs, hoped to harness their support. With Scheicher's support and Hitler's stated approval, Hindenburg appointed Catholic monarch
Franz von Finn to replace Berning as chancellor in June 1932. [57] [58] Pippen was active in the resuming of the Herzburg Front. He fell out with the Center Party. He hoped to eventually outsmart Hitler. In the July 1932 federal elections, the Nazis became the largest party in the Reichstag, but without a majority. Hitler
withdrew Pippen's support and demanded the Chancellor. Hindenburg turned him down. Finn took down parliament, and the Nazi vote was postponed in the November elections. After the election, Finn proposed a ruling by decree drafting a new electoral system, with an upper house. Scheicher persuaded Hindenburg to
fire Pippen, and that Leichhar himself became chancellor, promising to form a doable coalition. [64] Damaged Finn Negotiating with Hitler, proposing a Nazi-nationalist coalition. After almost manipulating Hitler, only to be punctured by Schleicher, Finn turned his attention to defeating Schleicher, and agreed on an
agreement with Hitler. [65] Takeover (1931-1933) On March 10, 1931, with street violence between the Rotfront and SA fraying all previous barriers and expectations, Prussia restored its ban on brownsleets. A few days after the ban, SA personnel shot dead two communists in a street fight, leading to a ban imposed on
the public from talking about Goebbels, who erred from the ban by recording speeches and playing them in front of an audience in his absence. When Hitler's citizenship became a public debate in 1924, a public statement was printed on October 16, 1924, the loss of my Austrian citizenship does not hurt me, as I have
never felt as an Austrian citizen but always as a german only. ... It was this mentality that forced me to draw the ultimate conclusion and sing in the German army. [66] Under the threat of criminal deportation home to Austria, Hitler officially renounced his Austrian citizenship on April 7, 1925, and did not obtain German
citizenship until nearly seven years later; Therefore, he was unable to run for public office. Hitler was granted German citizenship after being appointed a Brunswick state government official by Dietrich Cleggs, after a previous attempt by Wilhelm Frick to transfer citizenship as a Thuringian police official failed. [68] [69]
Ernest Roham, in charge of SA, also summoned Wolf-Heinrich von Haldorf, a nice anti-Semite, in charge of Berlin SA. Deaths increased, with many more on the rotfront side, and by the end of 1931, SA had suffered 47 deaths and the Rotfront recorded casualties of around 80 deaths. Street fights and beer hall fights that
caused the deaths took place during February and April 1932, all against the backdrop of Adolf Hitler's contest in the presidential election, which pitted him against the popular Hindenburg channel. In the first round on March 13, Hitler received more than 11 million votes, but was still behind the Hindenburg. The second
and final round took place on April 10: Hitler (36.8% 13,418,547) lost to Paul von Hindenburg (53.0% 19,359,983) while KPD candidate Telman won a meager percentage of the vote (10.2% 3,706,759). As of this time, the Nazi Party had just over 800,000 members. Three days after the presidential election, the German
government banned the Nazi Party, the SA and the SS, on the basis of the state authority's emergency conservation order. [71] [72] This action was largely due to details that arose in the TRIAL of SA personnel for attacking unarmed Jews in Berlin. After less than a month, the law was repealed on May 30 by German
Chancellor Franz von Finn. Such ambivalence The fate of the Jews was supported by the culture of anti-Semitism that flowed to the German public during this period. In the July 1932 federal election, the Nazis won 37.3% of the popular vote (13,745,000 votes), up 19%, and became the largest party in the Reichstag,
with 230 out of 608 seats. Dwarfed by Hitler's electoral achievements, the KPD has distanced itself from legal means and more toward violence. One battle that ended in Silesia resulted in the army being led, each shot sending Germany further into a possible civil war. At this point the two sides marched into each other's
strongholds in hopes of igniting a rivalry. The attacks continued and came to a head when SA leader Axel Szfeld was murdered on August 1. Because the Nazi Party was now the largest party in the Reichstag, it was entitled to elect the president of the Reichstag and succeeded in electing During the post. [73] In the
awakening of success, Hitler sought to emerge as chancellor. Hitler was offered vice-chancellor by Chancellor Finn for President Hindenburg, but he refused. Hitler saw this proposal as placing him in the position of playing second fiddle in government. In the position of President of the Reichstag, Goering sought to take
decisive steps by the government regarding the movement in the killings of members of the Nazi Party. On August 9, amendments were made to the Reichstephagszczbach Act on acts of political violence, and increased the sentence for life imprisonment, 20 years of hard labor or death. Special courts have been
declared to prejudice such offences. When in power less than six months later, Hitler would use this legislation against his opponents with devastating effect. The law was applied almost immediately, but did not bring the perpetrators behind the latest massacres to trial as expected. Instead, five SA personnel alleged to
have murdered a KPD member in Potempa (Upper Silesia) were tried. Hitler appeared at trial as a defense witness, but on August 22 the five were convicted and sentenced to death. On appeal, that sentence was commuted to life in prison in early September. They served just over four months before Hitler released all
Nazi imprisoned in amnesty in 1933. The Nazi Party lost 35 seats in the November 1932 election, but remained the largest party of the Reichstag, with 196 seats (33.1%). And the Communists (KPD) won 100 (16.9%). Communist International described all moderate left-wing parties as social fascists and called on
communists to devote their energies to destroying the moderate left. As a result, the KPD, following instructions from Moscow, rejected proposals by the Social Democrats to form a political alliance against the NSDAP. After Chancellor Finn left office, he secretly told Hitler that he still held considerable influence over the
president. And make Hitler chancellor as long as he, Finn, can be vice chancellor. Another notable event was the publication of the Industrielleneingabe, a letter signed by 22 high-level representatives of industry, finance and agriculture, asking Hindenburg to appoint Hitler chancellor. Hindenburg reluctantly agreed to
appoint Hitler chancellor after parliamentary elections in July and November 1932 that did not lead to the formation of a majority government - even though Hitler had been Hindenburg's opponent in the presidential election just nine months earlier. Hitler headed a short-lived coalition government formed by the NSDAP
and the German National People's Party (DNVP). On January 30, 1933, the new cabinet was sworn in during a brief ceremony at the Hindenburg office. The NSDAP won three positions: Hitler was appointed Interior Minister, Wilhelm Frick Minister of the Interior, and Hermann Goering, Minister without Portfolio (and
Minister of the Interior of Prussia). [75] The SA and SB led torchlight parades across Berlin. This is an event that will become Hitler's Machtergrung . The term was originally used by some Nazis to propose a revolutionary process,[77] although Hitler and others used the word Machtübernahme (domineering power),
reflecting that the transfer of power took place within the existing constitutional framework[77] and implied that the process was legal. [78] Pippen was to serve as vice-chancellor in the conservative cabinet of the majority - still in the false belief that he could tame Hitler. At first, Finn did speak out against some Nazi
irregularities. However, after narrowly escaping death on the night of the long knives in 1934, he no longer dared to visit the regime and was sent to Vienna as Ambassador to Germany. [80] Both within Germany and in the sand, there were initially few fears that Hitler could use his position to consolidate his later one-
party dictatorial regime. Instead, the Conservatives who helped make him chancellor were convinced they could control Hitler and tame the Nazi Party while defining the relevant impulses in the government itself; Foreign ambassadors voiced concerns by stressing that Hitler was mediocre if not a bad copy of Mussolini;
Even SPD politician Kurt Schumacher trivialised Hitler as Dekorationsstück (a piece of landscape/decoration) of the new government. German newspapers have undoubtedly written that Hitler's government will try to fight its political enemies (left-wing parties), but that a dictatorship cannot be established in Germany
because there is a barrier, on which violence cannot continue and because of the German nation proud of freedom of expression and thought. Theodore Wolff of the Frankfurter Zeitung wrote: [81] It is a hopeless misjudgment to think that a person can A dictatorial regime over the German nation. [...] The diversity of the
German people calls for democracy.— Theodore Wolff in the Frankfurter Zeitung, January 1933 Even within the German Jewish community, although Hitler made no secret of his anti-Semitism, concerns seemed limited. In a statement on January 30, the steering committee of the main German Jewish organization
(Centralverein Deutscher Staatsbürger jüdischen Glaubens) wrote that, of course, the Jewish community was dealing with the new government with the greatest mistrust, but at the same time they were convinced that no one would dare touch their constitutional rights. The German Jewish newspaper Yodisha Ronshaw
wrote on January 31... Because even within the German nation still the active forces that will turn against anti-Jewish barbaric policies.— Jüdische Rundschau, 31 January 1933 However, a growing number of enthusiastic observers, such as Sir Horace Rumbold, Britain's ambassador to Berlin, have begun to change their
views. On February 22, 1933, he wrote: Hitler may not be a statesman, but he is a wise and adhesive demagogue and lives entirely to every popular instinct, and he informed the Foreign Office that he had no doubt that the Nazis had come to stay. Upon receiving the transmission, Robert Wansitart, the permanent
undersecretary of state for foreign affairs, concluded that if Hitler eventually won the rest, then another European war [would] be within measuring distance. [84] When Germans who opposed Nazism failed to unite against it, Hitler quickly moved to consolidate his absolute power. At the risk of showing up to talk nonsense
I'm telling you the national socialist movement will last 1,000 years! ... Don't forget how people laughed at me 15 years ago when you declared that one day I would rule Germany. They laugh now, just as stupidly, when I declare that I will remain in power!— Adolf Hitler to a British reporter in Berlin, June 1934[85] The
Chancellor to dictator Adolf Hitler in the Reichstag speech on March 23, 1933. Hitler, who requested the end of the action, offered the possibility of friendly cooperation, promising not to threaten the Reichstag, the president, the U.S. or the churches if emergency powers were exercised. Following the Reichstag fire, the
Nazis began suspending civil liberties and eliminating political opposition. The Communists were not included in the Reichstag. In the March 1933 elections, no party secured a majority. Hitler demanded the vote of the Center Party and the Conservatives in the Reichstag to gain the powers he wanted. He called on
members of the Reichstag to vote for the Provision Act on March 24, 1933. Hitler was temporarily granted plenary powers by passing the law. [86] The law gave him the freedom to act without parliamentary consent or even constitutional restrictions. [87] His typical combination of negotiations and intimidation, Hitler
offered the possibility of friendly cooperation, promising not to threaten the Reichstag, the president, the United States or the churches if granted the emergency powers. With a Nazi semi-army circling the building, he said: It is for you gentlemen of the Reichstag to decide between war and peace. The Centrist Party,
having achieved promises of non-interference in religion, joined the Conservatives in voting for the bill (only the Social Democrats voted no). [88] The law allowed Hitler and his cabinet to control an emergency decree for four years, even though Hindenburg remained president. [89] Hitler immediately began to abolish the
powers of the states and the existence of non-Nazi parties and organizations. No Nazi parties were officially outlawed on July 14, 1933, and the Reichstag abdication its democratic responsibilities. Hindenburg remained commander-in-chief of the army and maintained the power to negotiate foreign agreements. The law
did not interfere with the president's powers, and Hitler would not fully obtain dictatorial power until after Hindenburg's death in August 1934. Journalists and diplomats wondered if Hitler could appoint himself president, who might succeed him as chancellor and what the military would do. They didn't know the military was
supporting Hitler after the night of the long knives, or expected him to combine the two positions of president and chancellor into one position. Only Hitler, as head of state, could dismiss Hitler as prime minister. All soldiers swore under Hitler's oath on the day of Hindenburg's death, and swore unconditionally obedience
to Hitler personally, not to the office or the nation. A large majority approved the combination of the two positions in the German referendum in 1934. [93] See potsdam day Also the early timeline of Nazism Glyceleng, political views of Adolf Hitler Weimar, weimar political parties, relating to informational comments ^ He
cannot, at this point, run for political office in Germany because he was not a German citizen at the time. Shearer 1960, pp. 131-130. Despite receiving several medals and decorations (including twice with the prestigious Iron Cross, both first and second class), Hitler was promoted to only one rank, to Rabat (Gefriter).
1976, pp. 84-88. On November 11, 1918, the armistice was signed, halting hostilities. Hitler, then in hospital, was informed of the upcoming ceasefire and the other consequences of Germany's defeat and surrender on the ground - including the resignation of Emperor Wilhelm II, and a revolution that led to the
announcement of a Republic in Berlin to replace the centuries-old Royal Hohanzollern - on Sunday morning, November 10, by a priest treating patients. Days later This traumatic news, according to his account, Hitler, made his decision: ... My own fate I learned... I... I've decided to get into politics. Hitler 1999, p. 206.
Hitler, who was born in the abandoned Austro-Hungarian Empire to Austrian parents, was not a German citizen, but managed to enlist in the Bavarian regiment, where he served on the front lines as a runner. He was injured twice in action; At the time of the armistice, he was recovering in a German hospital (in Pumrenia
northeast of Berlin) from temporary blindness created by a British gas attack in mid-October at the last Yapper battle. Shearer 1960, pp. 28-30; Toland 1976, p. 86. In 2006, after receiving the Nobel Peace Prize, he was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize. The prisoners were Russian, and Hitler volunteered for publication.
Shearer 1960, p. 34; Tovland 1976, p. xx. In November 1918, he organized the socialist revolution that took over the Vittelsbach monarchy in Bavaria, leading to him being described as a symbol of the Bavarian revolution. In 2006, after receiving the mandate to assemble the government, he resigned as prime minister,
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